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decimal places. 0.05 Let o = 1.043 + -1.034. Let c = -4.0612 + 0.0562. Let m = c - o. Round m to 0 dps. -4 Let q = 0.245 + -0.2441. What is q rounded to two decimal places? 0 Let y = -6.7 + -0.2. Let x = 7.0113 +
y. What is x rounded to two dps? 0.01 Let m = -6879.1232 - -6880. Let j = m + -0.96. Round j to 3 dps. 0.027 Let q be (-3 - (-8)/(-4))*-1. Suppose 4*m + q*n = -5040181, -3*m - 5*n - 3844964 = -n. Let o = -1970898
- m. Round o to the nearest one hundred thousand. -1100000 Let z = -6.1 + 6.099856. Round z to four dps. -0.0001 Let f = 533.887 + -533. Let j = -0.894 + f. Round j to two dps. -0.06 Let z(b) = -1862*b**2 + 8*b -

16. Let n be z(-7). What is n rounded to the nearest one hundred thousand? -100000 Let g = -0.099 + -0.011. Let y = 0.0999798 + g. Round y to six decimal places. -0.000002 Let b = 17.1 - 17.099633. What is b
rounded to 3 dps? 0 6d1f23a050
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